
Connect employee success
to business success
The decisions your employees make on the job every 
day impact your bottom line. Drive knowledge growth 
and the right behaviors with an enablement solution 
that gives them what they need to learn, connect and 
get things done, quickly, easily, every day. 

A proven approach backed by brain science
Axonify’s learning solution gives your workforce a continuous, tailored learning
experience that’s based on brain science, wrapped in gamification and fits into their
flow of work to close skill gaps.

Built to improve employee performance
Employees complete daily microlearning sessions designed to drive knowledge
retention in the flow of work, on the devices they already use, in just 3-5 minutes a
day.

Close knowledge gaps—and keep it that way
Spaced repetition, retrieval practice and confidence-based assessments
automatically safeguard against the brain’s natural forgetting curve, so employees
remember what they need to perform their best.

Stay adaptive
Our solution adapts to meet an individual’s strengths and weaknesses, based on
current and future skills, to move them to proficiency.

3.5M+
users

 

Have answered over 4.4B
questions on the platform

83%
of users

 

Log in 2-3x/week

80%
of employees

 

Say Axonify helps them
perform better

Empower and upskill your workforce with a learning and
training solution built on brain science and backed by AI 
to create a personalized learning experience for each user.

Axonify Learning



Employees earn points for everything they do, like answering questions, winning a game
challenge or even encouraging co-workers to take their daily training
Points can be redeemed for prizes and rewards that employees want
Leaderboards and game scores let employees see how they stack up against co-workers,
adding another level of motivation that keeps people coming back for more training

Flexible content creation options
With simple administration and content creation tools, Axonify Learning lets administrators create
or repurpose existing content to fit any type of training program, in virtually any format.

Administrators can use a variety of media, including xAPI, SCORM, YouTube, PDFs and more, to
create engaging micro-content for the program that suits their needs. Built-in content creation
tools act as intuitive guides to help administrators deliver results-first content that changes
behaviors and creates meaningful business impact. And AI-powered options like Content Assistant
help administrators generate learning questions in a fraction of the time.

Gamification makes learning irresistible
Axonify Learning includes dozens of short, fun, app-like games across a variety of themes that
appeal to many demographics—think brain teasers, action-adventure and sports. Why? Because
casual gameplay is proven to increase employee engagement, and get users logging in again and
again to do their training. 

How does it work?

Support any type of learning content
A comprehensive set of program types allows you to deliver a training mix that meets your
workplace learning needs—all in a single experience:

Self-directed learning
Events (virtual or instructor-led)
Surveys
Certifications and compliance
Exams (formal testing)

Onboarding
Reinforcement and behavior-based
refresher training
Introductory guided learning
assigned paths and on-the-job
practice

Get metrics that matter
Axonify provides the insights to make data-driven decisions by leveraging the robust metrics on
your people, their knowledge and the outcomes they achieve. Administrators and frontline
managers can access valuable metrics at the organization, team or individual level, including
knowledge summaries, participation and frequency rates, topic progress, confidence levels and
more. Axonify’s powerful learning analytics give frontline managers real-time metrics to stay
agile, iterate quickly and prevent future problems with predictive insights on staff readiness and
preparedness.

learn more axonify.com


